
Faceting 101   or   How I Spent my Summer in Quarantine  

By Ed Smith 

What are the steps in cutting a gem stone? Hopefully this documents what I go through in choosing a gem 

pattern, gem rough, successfully cutting the rough into a finished gem and why. 

Let’s start with why. It would be a lot easier and cheaper to buy a gem stone. Hobby gem cutters spend more 

time making points meet and accurately reproducing the designer’s pattern. Most gems you see are made with a variety 

of skill, care and quality cutting. Remember, if you are cutting for a job, you get paid for the finished weight, more carats 

equal more money, and if it takes you less time you can cut more. Consequently some stones are cut at different angles 

than the designer intended therefore preserving more of the original rough. More finished weight means more money. 

Maybe you can blast through a stone fast and who cares if the meets don’t really meet. We will talk about eye clear later 

sometime. To answer the original question of why learn to cut and cut your own gem stones. For me, to see the light, 

the color and the sparkle in a finished stone is tremendous. To take a rough chunk and turn it into what the designer 

planned is a tremendous experiment and experience, for me. Does the finished stone have the sparkle and color 

expected. 

Enough talk, let’s get started cutting a rough stone into a gem. 

    

Here is the machine that does all the work.   It has three basic controls that are extremely important. The protractor, 

index and height controls.   It is tricky to make adjustments accurately and reproducible. 

  

Pick a pattern.     Choosing the gem quality rough. 

 Make it clear, defect free and big enough, and remember the finished product will be smaller. This is a bit of a 3D 

puzzle, visualizing the pattern you chose in the rough you have chosen. 

Smoky quartz rough 



 

Cut a flat to attach the dop on the table side of the rough. 

 

Attach the dop ( this is a piece of ¼” brass that mounts in the faceting machine and holds the stone). 

 

Start shaping the pavilion. (This is the side of the stone you usually don’t see but it does most of the work reflecting light 

and color back out the crown). 

 

Preform with coarse grit. (Not suggested for a new facetor, going too far will ruin your day). 



 

Set the girdle width to size the stone. 

 

Shape, fine grind, prepolish and finally polish. 

 

Pay attention to the pattern, it should have 8 girdle facets not 16. (Oops, nothing lost this time). 

 

 Prepolish and finish meets. 

Defects you will have to grind out. 

Continue to fine grind until defects are gone. 



 

Girdle polish, only polish part of it since most of it will be cut off for the crown. 

 

Polished pavilion, lots of reflections, some minor defects called inclusions. 

 

Transfer, get ready to set the girdle size and do the crown. 

 

Remove the first dop, mount and align to previous facets, start to cut the crown. 

 



 

Course cut the crown. 

 

Fine cut, don’t go too far. Set the girdle thickness and first set of facets and final alignment check. 

 

Cut the rest of the crown facets. Fine grind, prepolish. 

 

Polished crown facets. 



   

 

Cut the table. 

 

Polish the table. 

 

 

This is a 15.2mm, 12 carat, very light Smokey quartz. It is almost golden and very clear. 

Clear enough to see the bubbles in the 

epoxy holding the dop. 
Clear enough to see some minor 

defects in the stone called inclusions. 



 

Some aquamarine I have been cutting when I get a chance. All are 5mm stones and will go in a tennis bracelet when I 

have 18 of them. 

 

Some other gem stones I have cut. I am constantly amazed how pleasing some of these gems are. The value goes up 

with the rarity of the stone but I have cut some optical quality glass that looks fantastic. A little skill, quality design, gem 

quality rough and a lot of persistence. 

 

So much rough and so little time. 

  Thanks,  Ed Smith 

            


